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What is Inter 3? 

Inter 3 is an Intermediate Unit at the Architectural Association run by Nannette Jackowski and Ricardo 
de Ostos since 2007 + Nathan Su in 2018. We are a unit strongly focused on design; we like drawing, 
making, and visualising speculations. We utilise architectural experimentation, literary poetics and 
interactive technologies to reconfigure infrastructures as social experiences.

Student projects from Inter 3 have been widely exhibited across Europe and the world. In 2011 Basmah 
Kaki was awarded the RIBA Bronze Medal for the best Part 1 project worldwide. 

Students work individually but we enjoy a healthy group dynamic and a friendly environment for 
creativity and rigour to emerge naturally.

“A scientist may deplore the notion that there is any link between science and 
fantasy, but fantasy always comes first. It is the creature of imagination, and 
without imagination, there would be no science. Every intention is the result of 
fantasy.”

--- Things That Never Were, Robert Ingpen and Michael Page

Landscape study model - Suyi Choi

Earthquake Calendar - Shaeron Santosa

Christopher Kokarev
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(Environmental) complexity and (social) participation are Inter 3’s main research concerns when exploring 
infrastructures and social conditions. Technological (pre/post digital) possibilities are evolving rapidly, 
increasing in complexity and exponentially multiplying the ways in which we interact with each other and 
with our urban and natural surroundings. However our understanding of the environment around us does 
not come at the same speed. While we chase organic food, recycle our waste, despise blood diamonds, buy 
fair-trade coffee, tweet our hearts online, upload our intimacy on corporate iClouds and strive for ‘different 
interactions and experiences’, we, 21st century global citizens, can hardly grasp the environments we create, 
alter and re-shape simply by being. In this scenario technological action and social reaction are not straight 
forward and transparent, but are ambiguous at best.

This techno-social charade is a contemporary condition. While individuals remain blissfully unaware of the 
consequences of their technologically enabled lives, landfills are piling up on the outskirts of their towns, 
e-waste landscapes grow in distant worlds, huge mines lie abandoned, masses toil in underground sweat 
factories, and nuclear waste decays in radioactive sites. How does the public participate? Beyond its basic 
mandate to ‘give shelter’, architecture can and should also speculate on possibilities for spaces and cities to 
adapt to this techno-social condition. Through tales of wondrous unnatural opportunities, unexpected man-
machine symbioses, prototyped visions and cautionary tales about unforeseen catastrophic scenarios, Inter 3 
will explore many ways to create architectural spaces and enrich ambiguous situations.

“The future is there looking back at us. Trying to make sense of the fiction we will 
have become. And from where they are, the past behind us will look nothing at all 
like the past we imagine behind us now.”

--- William Gibson, Pattern Recognition

Diamond Mine - Eastern Siberia

Palm oil plantation - Borneo 
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The New Forest and its Digital Creatures

In fable, City and Forest exist in polar opposition. Where the cities promise security and order, forests carry 
mythical associations of ambiguity and danger. Laws, measures and technology enable the urban realm whilst 
creatures, growth and nature inhabit the sylvan one. Today, these territories are increasingly entangled. 
Forests, once the unknowable heart of mother nature, are now occupied by drones and monitoring devices; 
harvested for their resources and studied as indicators of planetary health. Simultaneously, cities are more 
complex and baffling than ever, hosting complex ecologies and virtual worlds full of strange new tribes and 
creatures. 

Silicon Valley dreams of smart cities that promise control of our environments through their quantification. 
We exert our dominion over nature through counting it. However, the forest carries with it a mythology that 
belies categorisation, instead existing as a complex cycle of life and death. To question urban environments 
productively, we will seek experimental architectures that grow, change and interact with the enigmatic and 
mysterious qualities of the forest. By reframing ideas of inhabitation within an understanding of people as 
creatures, we invite a speculation on how we might relate to land not through ownership, but rather through 
exchange. 

We will navigate these ideas through a study of measures. From traditional units of measurement like 
dimension, weight, light and time, we will delve into how ideas of memory, the sacred, and power are 
constructed through the conventions we follow. Traditionally architecture operates as a scale-based 
discipline understanding the world in miniature through models that are later constructed. Architects tend 
to work through and innovate methods that prioritise precise, discrete and reproducible ways of reading 
and communicating the (built) environment. Today, we are incorporating technologies of 3D scanning, 
virtual and augmented reality into a new repertoire of tools for architects to capture the world in working 
models. Avoiding being formalistic or simplistic, Inter 3 will experiment with traditional, upcoming and 
unconventional measures in order to tune into the pulse of invisible yet quantifiable lands.  

The worlds of the organic forest and the digital forest will collide through myth. We will utilise the structure 
and power of city and forest mythology to draw forward novel and critical narratives. Stories from ancient 
myths will meet the sensibilities of science fiction, bridging culture and technology in students’ projects. 
Continuing the unit’s unique teaching and drawing practices, students will work on compositional drawings 
and models. Combining a consistent focus on technical upskilling with an insistent drive for insightful design, 
our drawings will be used to articulate time-base narratives.

1stAveMachine - Nature

Urban - Daniel Dociu

Technological Nature

Measuring the Earth’s Health
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Inter 3 is well known for producing large atmospheric drawings based on digital as well as traditional methods. 
More than only illustrations, these drawings are strong compositions that investigate and discuss speculative 
contexts as the design of the architecture (building or landscape). We will continue to pursue the way we build 
up and visualise the image and atmosphere of the world to come. In addition, parallel to drawing, we will 
produce compositional models combining different scales and sometimes, performative aspects. Furthermore 
we will work with the concept of animation and film in order to explore how the notions of time and change 
are intrinsically related to ideas of space and future.

Inter 3 is open to individual talents/skills and multiple formats of design/presentation, however, three aspects 
shall unify our rather diverse research and output:

1- The production of an interdisciplinary interactive architecture that transits effective    
 and poetic modes (documented in process and identified in the final project); between architectural  
 spaces and infrastructural fields;
2- A personal and inquisitive view of architecture, engaged with broader societal issues;
3- Fictional and literary inspirations informing process and/or programme (including video games,  
 graphic novels, sci-fi films and classic fiction). 

Most importantly, we are a design unit. If design was a language how would one express oneself? The unit 
will continue having a strong focus on atmospheric expressive drawings, models and a series of working 
prototypes. How can drawings ‘talk’, expressing passion, disagreement, tolerance, refusal and criticism? 
Ambient drawing involves material choices, light conditions, spatial qualities and human emotions: sensual 
experiences. We highly encourage students to develop a very personal working method, design obsession and 
virtuosity.

A series of workshops, talks and individual tutorials will clarify how digital drawings and physical models can 
define a project’s ambience and ambition. We will empower students with a carefully selected tool kit in order 
to assist them with the right skills for the right task at the right time. 

Students are encouraged to research precedents not only in architecture but also in art, science, film, games 
and literature. Bearing in mind the intense research led attitude of Inter 3, students will be asked to constantly 
challenge the role of research and references within their portfolio (enough with Google pictures!).

Alexey Marfin

Drones assisting in rice field farming - Indonesia

The coastal ends of the world?
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Term 1   [12 weeks: 24|09 - 14|12|2018]

01.1: A Forest of Stars

In mythic stories metamorphic beings, elemental monstrosities, conscious arboreal fields, and 
anthropomorphic environments are used to express the human condition. In myth the supernatural offers 
a way to access the intangible and the invisible, and often acts as a proxy for humanity’s relationship with 
nature and technology/artefacts. We will utilise myths and their way of describing reality to explore concepts 
of what we term the ‘New Forest’.  In this first brief we will study selected forest myths via drawing. Our 
task will be to reframe, reinterpret and ultimately redraw these myths as urban narratives – seeking parallels 
between our ancient relationship with the beguiling forest and our contemporary role as custodians of 
increasingly complex cities and planetary scale urban networks. We will chase novel ways of measuring the 
unexpected narratives that emerge from environmental conditions to imagine new scenarios. Here, we will 
interpret architecture in the form of landscapes and spatial interventions that explore interfaces between 
nature and technology. We will ask questions like: What are the technological equivalents to the dark forests? 
How can we consider offline and online cultures and their technologies as natural ecologies?

Students will produce a large compositional drawing exploring time-based architectures and their inhabitation 
through initial speculative designs. These drawings will be developed through 3D models, digital painting 
and other mixed media techniques to help students shape their first journey into the speculative aspects of 
experimental architecture.

“The story of the transformation of mythology from its original primitive form,
in which the vision is backward, to a form characteristic of crisis and change and
of civilization, in which the vision is forward, is an important part of the story of
Utopias and of planning reform.”

--- Robert Redfield, The Primitive World and its Transformations.

Destiny, Traveller

Radical Reconstruction - Lebbeus Woods

The Augury - Nathan Su

Augmented Mountain - Liam Denhamer
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01.2: A Measure of Us

We will continue the first project by exploring three dimensional and interactive ideas latent in the first brief’s 
drawings. Deepening our study of the forest, we will move between myth and the pragmatic constraints 
of real land use; exploring emerging technologies and representing our experiments and ideas through 
architectural artefacts that will be both digitally and physically modelled. Working with different technologies 
students will write their speculations and prototype them. As a design unit Inter 3 uses making as a method 
of thinking. Measurement (in its many forms) will be our lever to switch between the mythic and the real in 
our production of speculative architectures. We will encounter lands valued by their oxygen production, or 
their C02 sinking, or land boundaries defined by roaming electronic fauna. Nomadic communities may carry 
their land on their backs while their gods graze the fields of a new day. We will read and discuss how ancient 
and future ways use, value and measure land, and how these methods both consciously and inadvertently 
articulate the nature of our spaces. 

In this phase students will sharpen their theoretical and technical skills. 

In Term 1 we learn by experimenting and testing. In workshops we will learn techniques and skills such as: 
digital painting, digital and analogue model making and digital animation. But most importantly we will 
explore the technique of story telling and learn how and why fiction is relevant in architecture and for people’s 
spaces. Why is time in architecture (seasons, life cycles, heart beats, contract times, duration) as important as 
space making? How can narrative be a practical tool for enacting change in the world?

“The quickest way to find out who your enemies are is to try doing something new.”

--- Calestous Juma, Innovation and Its Enemies.

Final Fantasy XV

The Living Roof - Erik Hoffmann

Breathing Kathmandu - Mamoru Hoshi

Scavenged Train Scrap Model - Shlok Soni
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02: Into the Dragon’s Lungs, China

This year, we will embark on a journey to a nation that hosts some of the world’s most diverse landscapes, 
fastest growing economies, and most extreme techno-social experiments: China. 

China is the world’s most populous country and is rapidly urbanising, with 58% of its 1.4 billion people living 
in cities. At the same time it is home to varied and unique ecologies, from vast deserts and grasslands in the 
Mongolian steppe, to cinematic stone column forests, to bamboo jungles and coastal mangroves. Notorious 
for the polluted skylines that have accompanied the rapidly densifying streets of China’s megacities, the 
nation now faces the gargantuan challenge of restoring its environment and atmosphere whilst maintaining 
its position as a global superpower. With plans this year to artificially reforest 6.6 million hectares of land (an 
area equivalent to the size of Ireland), a program to plant 4,500 kilometres of forest to hold back the Gobi’s 
expanding sands, and designs for the world’s first smog fighting forest city, the country’s ambitions to lead the 
world in conservation certainly match its economic and cultural desires in scale and spectacle.  

Here, landuse is contentious – with conservation, rural livelihoods and prefab cities all competing for money, 
space and legitimacy. Like the flora and fauna of a crowded forest floor, competition, complexity and density 
are driving the evolution of fascinating new technological innovations and social networks of urban creatures. 
In Hangzhou, the ‘City Brain’ – an AI collaboration between tech giants Alibaba and Foxconn – is networking 
the city’s traffic lights, cameras, and public transport infrastructure into a huge database of citizen data owned 
by the city itself. Meanwhile, in a scheme eerily reminiscent of science fiction dystopias, local councils are 
rolling out a social credit system to monitor and rank their populations and measure their value to society 
through discretising and categorising observable behaviours.

In this wonderland of wild landscapes and digital worlds we will seek manifestations of the ‘New Forest’ – a 
condition of the Anthropocene in which natural ecologies play out amongst and in between man-made jungles 
of machines, algorithms and concrete.

Bitcoin Mine

Panjin Red Beach

Shenzhen

Tianzi Mountain

“The Vitruvian Man was an ideal image, something that connected human 
beings with beauty, perfection, and other transhuman goals, goals toward which 
measures could at best only serve as signposts.” 

--- Robert P. Crease, World in the Balance
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Term 2   [11 weeks: 07|01 - 22|03|2019]
+
Term 3   [9 weeks: 23|04 - 21|06|2019]

03: The New Forest and its Digital Creatures

Following the unit trip we will focus on specifying a project proposal. Second year students will, step by step, 
define their project’s use, materiality, scale and location through constant drawing and the production of small 
sketch models. Everyone will be encouraged to test ideas quickly by thinking via making and speculating via 
trial and error.

Third years will start the final project by interrogating its technicalities and as we dive right into the heart of 
Technical Studies. In other words we hope to continue the Term 1 momentum of learning digital and making 
skills in developing a unique, complex and intricate TS proposal. 

Projects will be situated in China and developed as a productive confrontation between ideas for the ‘New 
Forest’ based on existing real conditions of specific locations and sites involving a specific community. 
The scale and programme of the final project will be decided in conversation with each individual student. 
IMPORTANT: For us forest is not necessarily only a place about trees, but a radical condition of seasonal land 
where species and technologies are constantly co-evolving. We use the language and the reality of forests to 
rethink cities and other environments currently undergoing massive change. 

Term 3 is production! We will be working on final models and presentation in order to articulate the whole 
project around a strong and evocative design argument. Towards the end of the year students are expected 
to think and design with a high level of confidence and independence. Skills, both technical and mental, are 
deployed in the so-called final set of pieces as a culmination of ideas, craft and critical argument.

Being mainly a design unit, all projects will be very well resolved in terms of space, form and context while at 
the same time drawn and modelled using evocative and atmospheric techniques.

“Things need not have happened to be true. Tales and dreams are the shadow-truths
that will endure when mere facts are dust and ashes, and forgot.“   

--- The Sandman, Neil Gaiman.

Ash Archive and Shadow Theatre - Raz Keltsh

Sylvan Coda - Ran Ben Shaya

The Living River - Erik Hoffmann

An Acoustic Lyrical Mechanism - Basmah Kaki
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3rd Year Technical Studies

Inter 3 offers a unique platform for bespoke and innovative Technical Studies. Based on each student’s 
individual project TS3 will be a creative research focusing on the development of working prototypes mixing 
both low and high tech methods. 

Third year students will develop one technical aspect of the project as a working prototype in order to connect 
unit work and Technical Studies. Inter 3 has a rich history of fantastic TS documents in which students utilise 
ingenuity and creativity to experiment with interactive technology, environmental studies and material 
tests. Successful past Inter 3 TS projects have involved wind/acoustic energy generation, tidal forces, robotic 
buildings and aquacultures among many others. Reoccurring TS themes are interactive technology, artificial 
environments and sensorial ambience (light, atmospheric effects, performative spaces).  

Specialists from different fields will be involved in order to debate concepts and give specific input on the 
technicality of each project. The goal of the TS at Inter 3 is to enable students to produce a fresh and creative 
document based on the need and interest of each specific project.

It is hard work but fun and rewarding!

Yonathan Moore

Basmah Kaki

The Flood Mitigation ‘Super Kampung’, Jakarta - Erik Hoffmann

Assaf Kimmel

Nathan Su
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In Inter 3 we believe that personal interest is the best road for individual excellence. We will constantly 
promote talks about land, the future and technology but also bring guest critics based on individual students’ 
project direction. The projects will be generated through drawing/rendering, animation/film and physical 
modelling. In recent years the unit has developed an innovative way to understand extreme environments and 
design imaginative responses, whereby the method of design production and project communication is a big 
part of that exploration.

Unit Key Points

Through the interaction of talks, individual tutorials, workshops, etc. we aim to stimulate architectural 
debates based on constant production – with ideas being shaped into elegant drawings and models.

Tutorials: Tutorials are held twice weekly on an individual basis throughout the year.

Talks: The unit will promote a series of talks held by us as well as specialist guests in order to explore a variety 
of spatial narratives and literary inspirations.

Specialist Consultants: A part of the unit’s budget is retained to invite specialist consultants to give talks/
lectures, form part of juries and/or hold individual tutorials.

Juries: Unit internal pin ups and critiques are constantly held throughout the year in order to practice and 
further presentation skills – graphically, physically and verbally. Juries with high profile guests will take place 
at least at the end of each term.

Portfolios: The process of making a project is of high importance to us. Portfolios are expected to contain every 
stage of development each term rather than the final product only. They should include all sorts of media 
- drawings, sketches, photographs, collages, renderings, etc. From the first term on you will be encouraged 
to develop your own unique portfolio language specifically tailored to your project. Our aim is to increase 
individual diversity and reduce homogeneous architectural output; therefore we will also emphasise research 
into drawing and other techniques based on the studied subject. 

Models: 3D digital models are essential to present your project, but we also emphasise physical models and 
installations of all kinds, scales and stages as they will help you to explore your project from different angles.
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The Living Roof - Erik Hoffmann


